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Cover Illustration: A typical “Pin Position and Swage Gage” being used to inspect an installed fastener. The Touch–No–Go end is being used and shows that the pin used is not too long for the thickness of the material being fastened and that the collar has been sufficiently swaged.
In addition to visual inspection, installed Huckbolt® Fasteners may be inspected using Huck HG inspection gages. “Pin Position” gages have been designed to inspect the position of the installed pin or stump in relation to the sheet line or work surface. This either (1) verifies that the correct length pin or stump was used or (2) indicates that the incorrect length (too long or too short) was used. “Pin Position and Swage” gages, in addition to determining if the proper length pin or stump was used, also have been designed to inspect the swaged collar to determine if the collar is completely or sufficiently swaged.

The proper HG gage to use for each installed fastener is designated on the applicable page in the Huck Fastener Standards Manual or in NAS 1080. For special applications involving unusual combinations of pins or stumps and collars, consult the Huck representative or Huck Engineering.
Note that the gages for Shear Pull Type and Shear/Tension Pull Type Fasteners are Pin Position Gages only. Therefore, Swaged Collars are visually inspected as follows:

**BEADED COLLARS**

- NOT SWAGED: REJECT
- PARTIALLY SWAGED: REJECT
- FULLY SWAGED: ACCEPT

**DOUBLE END COLLARS**

- NOT SWAGED: REJECT
- PARTIALLY SWAGED: REJECT
- SWAGED .7H MINIMUM: ACCEPT
The following pages illustrate the use of various "Pin Position" and "Pin Position and Swage Gages". In each application, the gage is held perpendicular to the work and centered over the installed fastener.

When collars are installed against slopes, use the gage in plane A-A.

**NOTE**

"Pin Position" gages have been designed to inspect installed fasteners only. They are not grip gages for determining the grip or length of pin or stump to be used. Use Huck Grip Gage, P/N 105093 or other measuring tool to determine the thickness of the material to be fastened (grip) and the fastener length (grip dash number to be used.

GRIP is the total thickness of the material to be fastened or joined.

GRIP DASH NUMBER is the corresponding grip range of the pin or stump as specified on the applicable Product Standards Sheet.
How To Use HUCK Pin Position GAGES* FOR INSTALLED SHEAR PULL TYPE FASTENERS

POINTS TOUCH PIN. GRIP IS NOT OVER MAXIMUM.

POINTS DO NOT TOUCH PIN. GRIP IS OVER MAXIMUM.

POINTS DO NOT TOUCH PIN. GRIP IS NOT UNDER MINIMUM.

POINTS TOUCH PIN. GRIP IS UNDER MINIMUM.

ACCEPT REJECT ACCEPT REJECT

*SHEAR PULL TYPE HG76 & HG90

Note: Both ends of the gage must ACCEPT.
How To Use **HUCK** Pin Position & Swage **GAGES***

FOR INSTALLED TENSION PULL TYPE FASTENERS

---

**ACCEPT**

*TENSION PULL TYPE HG85 EXCEPT HG85-10*

**REJECT**

**ACCEPT**

**REJECT**

Note: Both ends of the gage must ACCEPT
How To Use HUCK Pin Position & Swage GAGE HG85-10

STEP 1a

STEP 1b

STEP 2a

STEP 2b

STEP 3a & b

ACCEPT

REJECT

ACCEPT

REJECT

ACCEPT

REJECT

STEP 1: USE START
a. IF COPPER PLATE FINISH TOUCHES THE SHEET, SEE 2 BELOW.
b. IF BLACK TOUCHES THE PIN, SEE 3 BELOW.

STEP 2: USE COPPER PLATE FINISH
a. CHECK PIN POSITION (LEGS MUST NOT TOUCH THE SHEET).
b. CHECK SWAGE (LEGS MUST TOUCH THE SHEET).

STEP 3: USE BLACK
a. CHECK PIN POSITION (LEGS MUST TOUCH THE SHEET).
b. CHECK SWAGE (LEGS MUST TOUCH THE SHEET).
How To Use HUCK Stump Position And Swage GAGES*
FOR INSTALLED SHEAR AND TENSION STUMP TYPE FASTENERS

POINT TOUCHES STUMP. GRIP IS NOT OVER MAXIMUM.

POINTS DO NOT TOUCH STUMP. GRIP IS OVER MAXIMUM.

POINT A DOES NOT TOUCH STUMP. GRIP IS NOT UNDER MINIMUM AND/OR POINTS B DO NOT TOUCH COLLAR. COLLAR IS SWAGED ENOUGH.

POINT A TOUCHES STUMP. GRIP IS UNDER MINIMUM AND/OR POINTS B TOUCH COLLAR. COLLAR NOT SWAGED ENOUGH.

ACCEPT      REJECT

ACCEPT      REJECT

* SHEAR STUMP TYPE HG75 EXCEPT HG75-6 & HG75-7 AND TENSION STUMP TYPE HG34D.

Note: Both ends of the gage must ACCEPT.
How To Use **HUCK** Pin Position & Swage GAGES HG75-6 & HG75-7

**STEP 1: **POINT TOUCHES STUMP, GRIP IS NOT OVER MAXIMUM. **ACCEPT**

**STEP 2: **IF POINT DOES NOT TOUCH PIN, GO TO **STEP 3. IF POINT TOUCHES STUMP, GO TO STEP 4.**

**STEP 3: **POINT A DOES NOT TOUCH STUMP, GRIP IS NOT UNDER MINIMUM. POINTS B DO NOT TOUCH COLLAR, COLLAR SWAGED ENOUGH. **ACCEPT**

POINTER A TOUCHES STUMP, GRIP IS UNDER MINIMUM AND/OR POINTS B TOUCH COLLAR, COLLAR NOT SWAGED ENOUGH. **REJECT**

**STEP 4: **SAME PROCEDURE AS **STEP 3 EXCEPT USE SIDE 4 OF GAGE.**

Note: Both Step 1 and Step 3 or Step 4 must **ACCEPT.**

**ACCEPT**

**GO TO**

**ACCEPT**

**GO TO**

**ACCEPT**

**GO TO**

**REJECT**

**REJECT**

**ACCEPT**

**REJECT**

GRIP GREATER THAN NOMINAL

GRIP LESS THAN NOMINAL
How To Use **HUCK** Pin Position & Swage **GAGES*** 

FOR INSTALLED C50L PULL TYPE FASTENERS

POINTS A TOUCH PIN. FACE B DOES NOT TOUCH TOP OF COLLAR. GRIP IS NOT OVER MAXIMUM.

FACE B RESTS ON TOP OF COLLAR. POINTS C DO NOT TOUCH PIN, GRIP IS NOT UNDER MINIMUM AND COLLAR HAS BEEN SWAGED TO THE PROPER DIAMETER AND DEPTH.

*HG95
SERVICE NOTES:
LIMITED WARRANTIES

Tooling Warranty: Huck warrants that tooling and other items (excluding fasteners, and hereinafter referred as "other items") manufactured by Huck shall be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of original purchase.

Warranty on "non standard or custom manufactured products": With regard to non-standard products or custom manufactured products to customer’s specifications, Huck warrants for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase that such products shall meet Buyer’s specifications, be free of defects in workmanship and materials. Such warranty shall not be effective with respect to non-standard or custom products manufactured using buyer-supplied molds, material, tooling and fixtures that are not in good condition or repair and suitable for their intended purpose.

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF. HUCK MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR AS TO THE FITNESS OF THE TOOLING, OTHER ITEMS, NONSTANDARD OR CUSTOM MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND HUCK SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ARISING FROM THE USE OF SUCH TOOLING, OTHER ITEMS, NONSTANDARD OR CUSTOM MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS OR BREACH OF WARRANTY OR FOR ANY CLAIM FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

Huck’s sole liability and Buyer’s exclusive remedy for any breach of warranty shall be limited, at Huck’s option, to replacement or repair, at FOB Huck’s plant, of Huck manufactured tooling, other items, nonstandard or custom products found to be defective in specifications, workmanship and materials not otherwise the direct or indirect cause of Buyer supplied molds, material, tooling or fixtures. Buyer shall give Huck written notice of claims for defects within the ninety (90) day warranty period for tooling, other items, nonstandard or custom products described above and Huck shall inspect products for which such claim is made.

Tooling, Part(s) and Other Items not manufactured by Huck.

HUCK MAKES NO WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO THE TOOLING, PART(S) OR OTHER ITEMS MANUFACTURED BY THIRD PARTIES. HUCK EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE CONDITION, DESIGN, OPERATION, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR USE OF ANY TOOL, PART(S), OR OTHER ITEMS THEREOF NOT MANUFACTURED BY HUCK. HUCK SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ARISING FROM THE USE OF SUCH TOOLING, PART(S) OR OTHER ITEMS OR BREACH OF WARRANTY OR FOR ANY CLAIM FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

The only warranties made with respect to such tool, part(s) or other items thereof are those made by the manufacturer thereof and Huck agrees to cooperate with Buyer in enforcing such warranties when such action is necessary.

Huck shall not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from delays or nonfulfillment of orders owing to strikes, fires, accidents, transportation companies or for any reason or reasons beyond the control of the Huck or its suppliers.

Huck Installation Equipment

Huck International, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in specifications and design and to discontinue models without notice.

Huck Installation Equipment should be serviced by trained service technicians only.

Always give the Serial Number of the equipment when corresponding or ordering service parts.

Complete repair facilities are maintained by Huck International, Inc. Please contact one of the offices listed below.

Eastern
One Corporate Drive Kingston, New York 12401-0250 Telephone (845) 331-7300 FAX (845) 334-7333

Canada
6150 Kennedy Road Unit 10, Mississauga, Ontario, L5T2J4, Canada.
Telephone (905) 564-4825 FAX (905) 564-1963

Outside USA and Canada
Contact your nearest Huck International Office, see back cover.

In addition to the above repair facilities, there are Authorized Tool Service Centers (ATSC’s) located throughout the United States. These service centers offer repair services, spare parts, Service Parts Kits, Service Tools Kits and Nose Assemblies. Please contact your Huck Representative or the nearest Huck office listed on the back cover for the ATSC in your area.
A Global Organization

Alcoa Fastening Systems (AFS) maintains company offices throughout the United States and Canada, with subsidiary offices in many other countries. Authorized AFS distributors are also located in many of the world’s industrial and Aerospace centers, where they provide a ready source of AFS fasteners, installation tools, tool parts, and application assistance.

Alcoa Fastening Systems world-wide locations:

**Americas**

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Aerospace Products
Tucson Operations
3724 East Columbia
Tucson, AZ 85714
800-234-4825
520-747-9898
FAX: 520-748-2142

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Aerospace Products
Carson Operations
PO Box 5268
900 Watson Center Rd.
Carson, CA 90749
800-421-1459
310-830-8200
FAX: 310-830-1436

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Commercial Products
Kingston Operations
1 Corporate Drive
Kingston, NY 12401
800-431-3091
845-331-7300
FAX: 845-334-7333
www.hucktools.com

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Commercial Products
Canada Operations
6150 Kennedy Road, Unit 10
Mississauga, Ontario L5T2J4
Canada
905-564-4825
FAX: 905-564-1963

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Commercial Products
Waco Operations
PO Box 8117
8001 Imperial Drive
Waco, TX 76714-8117
800-388-4825
254-776-2000
FAX: 254-751-5259

**Far East**

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Commercial Products
Australia Operations
14 Viewtech Place
Rowville, Victoria
Australia 3178
03-764-5500
Toll Free: 008-335-030
FAX: 03-764-3510

**Europe**

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Commercial Products
United Kingdom Operations
Unit C, Stafford Park 7
Telford, Shropshire
England TF3 3BQ
01952-290011
FAX: 0952-290459

Alcoa Fastening Systems
Aerospace Products
France Operations
Clos D’Asseville
BP4
95450 Us Par Vigny
France
33-1-30-27-9500
FAX: 33-1-34-66-0600


NOTICE: The information contained in this publication is only for general guidance with regard to properties of the products shown and/or the means for selecting such products, and is not intended to create any warranty, express, implied, or statutory; all warranties are contained only in Huck’s written quotations, acknowledgements, and/or purchase orders. It is recommended that the user secure specific, up-to-date data and information regarding each application and/or use of such products.

© 2003 Alcoa Fastening Systems
1 Corporate Drive, Kingston, NY 12401 • Tel: 800-431-3091 • Fax: 845-334-7333 • E-mail: hkitoolinfo@alcoa.com • www.alcoafasteningsystems.com